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ABSTRACT
The world is witnessing the rapid evolution of communi-
cation technologies, and meeting current market require-
ments is virtually impossible with traditional network ar-
chitectures. Many works point to the use of Software De-
fined Networking (SDN) and the OpenFlow protocol as en-
abling technologies to overcome current limitations. Despite
the fact that the Network Simulator 3 (ns-3 ) already has a
module that supports OpenFlow simulations, it is possible
to note that the available implementation provides a very
outdated protocol version (0.8.9). As many new major fea-
tures were introduced up to the latest versions, it is interest-
ing to have some of them available for use. In this context,
this paper presents the OFSwitch13: a module to enhance
the ns-3 with OpenFlow 1.3 technology support. This mod-
ule provides both an OpenFlow 1.3 switch network device
and a controller application interface. Details about mod-
ule design and implementation are discussed throughout this
paper, and a case study scenario is used to illustrate some
of the available OpenFlow 1.3 module features.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Model development
and analysis; Simulation support systems; Simula-
tion environments; Discrete-event simulation; •Networks
→ Network simulations;
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1. INTRODUCTION
As stated by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF),

network operators are facing challenges as the number of
connected devices increases [12]. Meeting current market
requirements is virtually impossible with traditional network
architectures, where the vendor dependence and lack of open
interfaces limit the ability of network operators to tailor the
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network to their individual environments. In this context,
SDN has emerged as a network architecture where network
control is decoupled from packet forwarding, enabling more
agile and flexible networks. The OpenFlow protocol [4] is
the first standard technology designed specifically for SDN
and has been adopted by a number of networking vendors
and by the research community.

As is known, it is very costly to deploy a complete testbed
containing multiple networked computers, routers, switches
and data links to validate and verify a certain network proto-
col or a specific network algorithm. In these circumstances,
software tools save a lot of money and time in accomplish-
ing this task. A reasonable choice would be using a simu-
lated environment to this end, such as the Network Simu-
lator 3 (ns-3 ) [6]. It is a discrete-event simulator, targeted
primarily for research and educational use, and distributed
as free software. ns-3 simulations can model OpenFlow
switches via the existing OpenFlow module [7], which re-
lies on an external OpenFlow switch library linked to the
simulator. This module implements a very outdated Open-
Flow protocol (version 0.8.9 [14]), and too many new major
features were introduced up to the latest versions. Among
these new features, it is possible to cite multiple tables in the
pipeline, group tables, virtual ports, extensible match sup-
port, IPv6 support, per flow meters, auxiliary connections,
and support for multiple controllers.

To overcome this shortage, this paper introduces the OF-

Switch13 module for ns-3 [8]. This module provides sup-
port for OpenFlow protocol version 1.3 [15], bringing both
a switch network device and a controller application inter-
face to the simulator, as depicted in Figure 1. With this
module, it is possible to interconnect ns-3 nodes to send
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Figure 1: The OpenFlow 1.3 module.



and receive traffic using the existing Carrier Sense Multiple
Access (CSMA) network devices and channels. To orches-
trate the network, the controller application interface can
be extended to implement any desired control logic. The
communication between the controller and the switch is re-
alized over standard ns-3 devices and channels. The module
also relies on an external library (ofsoftswitch13) [11] that
provides the switch datapath implementation, the code for
converting OpenFlow messages to and from wire format,
and the dpctl utility tool for configuring the switch from
the command line.

The remainder of this paper describes the SDN paradigm,
the module design and implementation, and an illustrative
case study scenario. It is organized as follows: Section 2
examines the SDN paradigm and the OpenFlow protocol
while Section 3 describes the module design and implemen-
tation. Section 4 presents a case study scenario that is used
to demonstrate some of the OpenFlow 1.3 module features.
Section 5 concludes by summarizing the work described in
this paper and looking toward future endeavors.

2. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a paradigm that

has been designed to enable more agile and cost-effective
networks. In the SDN architecture, the control and data
planes are decoupled, network intelligence and state are log-
ically centralized, and the underlying network infrastructure
is abstracted from the applications. By centralizing network
intelligence, decision-making is facilitated based on a global
(or domain) view of the network, as opposed to today’s net-
works, which are built on an autonomous system view where
nodes are unaware of the overall state of the network [13].
To better understand this paradigm, Subsection 2.1 presents
the classical SDN architecture while Subsection 2.2 describes
some of the main OpenFlow protocol features.

2.1 SDN architecture
The ONF is taking the lead in SDN standardization and

has defined the architecture depicted in Figure 2. This SDN
architecture consists of three distinct layers that are acces-
sible through open Application Program Interfaces (APIs):

• The Application Layer consists of the end-user applica-
tions that consume the SDN communications services.
The boundary between the Application Layer and the
Control Layer is traversed by the northbound API.
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Introducing Software-Defined Networking 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging network architecture 

where network control is decoupled from forwarding and is directly 

programmable. This migration of control, formerly tightly bound in individual 

network devices, into accessible computing devices enables the underlying 

infrastructure to be abstracted for applications and network services, which 

can treat the network as a logical or virtual entity. 

Figure 1 depicts a logical view of the SDN architecture. Network intelligence 

is (logically) centralized in software-based SDN controllers, which maintain 

a global view of the network. As a result, the network appears to the 

applications and policy engines as a single, logical switch. With SDN, 

enterprises and carriers gain vendor-independent control over the entire 

network from a single logical point, which greatly simplifies the network 

design and operation. SDN also greatly simplifies the network devices 

themselves, since they no longer need to understand and process 

thousands of protocol standards but merely accept instructions from the 

SDN controllers.
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Perhaps most importantly, network operators and administrators can 

programmatically configure this simplified network abstraction rather than 

having to hand-code tens of thousands of lines of configuration scattered 

among thousands of devices. In addition, leveraging the SDN controller’s 

centralized intelligence, IT can alter network behavior in real-time and 

deploy new applications and network services in a matter of hours or days, 

FIGURE 1 
Software-Defined Network 

Architecture

Figure 2: The ONF/SDN architecture [12].

• The Control Layer provides the consolidated control
functionality that supervises the network forwarding
behavior through the southbound API.

• The Infrastructure Layer consists of the simplified net-
work elements and devices that provide packet switch-
ing and forwarding.

Network intelligence is centralized at control layer, in a
software-based controller. The controller can maintain a
network global view, providing real-time information, fast
optimized routing, etc. By centralizing network state, SDN
gives network managers the flexibility to configure, man-
age, secure, and optimize network resources via dynamic,
automated SDN programs. Such programmability enables
network configuration to be automated, influenced by the
rapid adoption of the cloud. By providing open APIs for ap-
plications to interact with the network, SDN networks can
achieve unprecedented innovation and differentiation [13].

2.2 OpenFlow protocol
The OpenFlow protocol [4] is the first southbound inter-

face designed for SDN networks, providing high-performance
and granular traffic control across multiple network devices
from different vendors. OpenFlow uses the concept of flows
to identify network traffic based on predefined match rules
that can be statically or dynamically programmed by the
SDN controller. The OpenFlow protocol is implemented on
both sides of the interface between network infrastructure
devices and the SDN control software. The current specifi-
cation covers the components and the basic functions of the
switch, and the OpenFlow protocol to manage an OpenFlow
switch from a remote OpenFlow controller. Figure 3 shows
the main components of an OpenFlow switch.

The OpenFlow channel is the interface that connects each
OpenFlow switch to an OpenFlow controller. Through this
interface, the controller configures and manages the switch,
receives events and sends packets out to the network. The
control channel of the switch may support a single Open-
Flow channel with a single controller, or multiple OpenFlow
channels enabling multiple controllers to share management
of the switch. All OpenFlow channel messages must be for-
matted according to the OpenFlow protocol. The Open-
Flow channel is usually encrypted using Transport Layer
Security (TLS), but may be run directly over Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP).

OpenFlow Switch Specification Version 1.5.1

1 Introduction

This document describes the requirements of an OpenFlow Logical Switch. Additional information
describing OpenFlow and Software Defined Networking is available on the Open Networking Foundation
website (https://www.opennetworking.org/). This specification covers the components and the basic
functions of the switch, and the OpenFlow switch protocol to manage an OpenFlow switch from a
remote OpenFlow controller.
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Figure 1: Main components of an OpenFlow switch.

2 Switch Components

An OpenFlow Logical Switch consists of one or more flow tables and a group table, which perform packet
lookups and forwarding, and one or more OpenFlow channels to an external controller (Figure 1). The
switch communicates with the controller and the controller manages the switch via the OpenFlow switch
protocol.

Using the OpenFlow switch protocol, the controller can add, update, and delete flow entries in flow
tables, both reactively (in response to packets) and proactively. Each flow table in the switch contains
a set of flow entries; each flow entry consists of match fields, counters, and a set of instructions to apply
to matching packets (see 5.2).

Matching starts at the first flow table and may continue to additional flow tables of the pipeline (see
5.1). Flow entries match packets in priority order, with the first matching entry in each table being
used (see 5.3). If a matching entry is found, the instructions associated with the specific flow entry are
executed (see 5.5). If no match is found in a flow table, the outcome depends on configuration of the
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Figure 3: OpenFlow switch architecture [16].



The OpenFlow switch datapath consists of a pipeline of
one or more flow tables, which perform packet lookups and
forwarding, based on flow entries configured by the con-
troller. Each flow entry consists of OpenFlow eXtensible
Match (OXM) Type-Length-Value (TLV) fields to identify
the flow, counters, and a set of instructions to apply to
matching packets. The matching starts at the first pipeline
flow table, following order of priority, and may continue to
next tables. If a matching entry is found, the instructions
associated with the specific flow entry are applied. Instruc-
tions can modify the pipeline processing, sending the packet
to one of the following tables, or can contain actions that
describe packet forwarding, packet modification, and group
table processing. The most common action is the output
action, which forwards the packet to an output port. An-
other available action is the group action, which directs the
packets to another switch datapath element that is called
group table. Groups represent sets of actions for flooding,
as well as more complex forwarding semantics. The switch
can also send unmatched packets to the controller, or simply
drop the packet.

Another OpenFlow switch datapath element is the me-
ter table, consisted of meter entries defining per-flow me-
ters. Per-flow meters enable OpenFlow to implement rate-
limiting, a simple Quality of Service (QoS) operation con-
straining a set of flows to a chosen bandwidth. A switch can
also optionally have one or more queues attached to a spe-
cific output port, and in many cases, those two features can
be combined to implement complex work conserving QoS
frameworks, such as Differentiated Services (DiffServ). The
reader can defer to the OpenFlow Switch specification [16]
for details on the protocol operation. Note that the Ap-
pendix B of the specification contains the release notes high-
lighting the main changes between major versions of the
OpenFlow protocol.

3. OFSWITCH13 MODULE
This section describes the OFSwitch13 module design and

implementation. Subsection 3.1 brings the description of the
switch network device, followed by the controller application
interface at Subsection 3.2. The OpenFlow channel, used for
interconnecting the controller to the switches, is described
in Subsection 3.3. The external ofsoftswitch13 library is
presented in Subsection 3.4, and the current module limi-
tations are listed in Subsection 3.5. For details in classes
design, please refer to the API documentation [9].

3.1 OpenFlow 1.3 switch network device
The OpenFlow 1.3 switch network device (hereinafter re-

ferred to as switch device) can be used to interconnect ns-3
nodes using the existing CSMA network devices and chan-
nels. Figure 4 shows the internal switch device structure.
The switch device takes a collection of ports, each one asso-
ciated with a ns-3 underlying CSMA network device. It acts
as the intermediary between the ports, receiving a packet
from one port and forwarding it to another. The OpenFlow
switch datapath implementation (flow tables, group table,
and meter table) is provided by the ofsoftswitch13 library.
For this reason, packets entering the switch are sent to the
library for OpenFlow pipeline processing before being for-
warded to the correct output port(s). OpenFlow messages
received from the controller are also sent to the library for
datapath configuration.

OpenFlow 1.3 switch network device

OpenFlow ports

OpenFlow channel
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OpenFlow port

Output packet
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Figure 4: The OpenFlow 1.3 switch device structure.

A packet enters the switch device through a new Open-
Flow trace source in the CSMA network device. This trace
source is fired for packets successfully received by the un-
derlying device, immediately before being forwarded up to
higher layers. This is a promiscuous trace source, but in con-
trast to a promiscuous protocol handler, the packet sent to
this trace source also includes the Ethernet header, which is
necessary for pipeline processing. This is the only required
modification to the ns-3 source code for OFSwitch13 usage.

To model OpenFlow hardware operations, the OFSwitch13
module considers the concept of virtual Ternary Content-
Addressable Memory (TCAM) to estimate the average flow
table search time. This search time is used to postpone the
pipeline processing at the library. To provide a more real-
istic delay, the module considers that real OpenFlow imple-
mentations use sophisticated search algorithms for packet
classification and matching. As most of these algorithms
are based on binary search trees, the equation k ∗ log2(n) is
used for delay estimation, where k is the constant attribute
set to the time for a single TCAM hardware operation and
n is the current number of flow entries in the pipeline.

Packets coming back from the library for output action
are sent to the specialized OpenFlow queue provided by the
module. An OpenFlow switch provides limited QoS sup-
port by means of a simple queuing mechanism, where one
or more queues can attach to a port and be used to map flow
entries on it. Flow entries mapped to a specific queue will be
treated according to that queue’s configuration. The Open-
Flow queue implementation extends the ns3::Queue class to
allow compatibility with the CSMA network devices. Fig-
ure 5 shows its internal structure. It can hold a collection
of other queues, each one identified by a unique ID. Packets
sent to the OpenFlow queue for transmission by the CSMA
network device are expected to carry a queue tag, which is
used to identify the internal queue that will hold the packet.
Then, the output scheduling algorithm decides from which
queue to get packets during dequeue procedures.

OpenFlow queue
Enqueue (Queue Tag)

Dequeue

…
Queue QueueQueue

Output
scheduller

Figure 5: The OpenFlow queue internal structure.



3.2 OpenFlow 1.3 controller interface
The OpenFlow 1.3 controller application interface (here-

inafter referred to as controller interface) provides the basic
functionalities for controller implementation. It can han-
dle a collection of OpenFlow switches, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. For constructing OpenFlow configuration messages
and sending them to the switches, the controller interface
relies on the dpctl utility provided by the ofsoftswitch13

library. With a simple command-line syntax, this utility
can be used to add flows to the pipeline, query for switch
features and status, and change other configurations.

For OpenFlow messages coming from the switches, the
controller interface provides a collection of internal handlers
to deal with the different types of messages. Some handlers
can not be overridden by derived class, as they must behave
as already implemented. Other handlers can be overridden
by derived controllers if necessary. The special handler for
packet-in messages must be implemented by derived con-
trollers to deal with packets that are received at switch dat-
apath and sent to the controller.

The OFSwitch13 module brings a learning controller that
implements the controller interface to work as a learning
bridge device1 [3]. It instructs OpenFlow switches to for-
ward incoming unicast frames from one port to the correct
output port whenever possible (as in the BridgeNetDevice).

OpenFlow 1.3 controller application interface

OpenFlow channel
(switch communication)

ofsoftswitch13 
library

Internal handlers

dpctl commands
“flow-mod add …”

Figure 6: The OpenFlow 1.3 controller structure.

3.3 OpenFlow channel
The OpenFlow channel is the interface that connects each

switch to an OpenFlow controller. Through this interface,
the controller configures and manages the switch, receives
events from the switch, and sends packets out the switch. In
the OFSwitch13 module, the controller interface can manage
the switch devices remotely over a separate dedicated net-
work (out-of-band controller connection). It is possible to
use standard ns-3 channels and devices to create an Open-
Flow channel using a single shared channel or individual
connections between the controller interface and each switch
device. This model provides realistic control plane connec-
tions, including communication delay and, optionally, error
models. It also simplifies the OpenFlow protocol analysis,
as the ns-3 tracing subsystem can be used for outputting
PCAP files to be read by third-party software.

Considering that the OpenFlow messages traversing the
OpenFlow channel follow the standard wire format, it is also
possible to use the ns-3 TapBridge module to integrate an
external OpenFlow controller, running on the local machine,
to the simulated environment2.

1The Spanning Tree Protocol algorithm is not implemented
in the learning controller.
2Note that this use case has not been validated yet.

3.4 ofsoftswitch13 library
The OFSwitch13 module was designed to work together

with the ofsoftswitch13 library [10]. Figure 7 shows the
library architecture and highlights the OFSwitch13 intercon-
nection points. The library provides the complete OpenFlow
switch datapath implementation, including input and out-
put ports, the flow-table pipeline for packet matching, the
group table, and the meter table. It also provides the OFLib

library that is used for converting internal messages to and
from OpenFlow 1.3 wire format, and the dpctl utility for
converting text commands into internal messages. The Net-

Bee library [5] is used for packet decoding and parsing, based
on the NetPDL XML-based language for packet header de-
scription [17].

The original ofsoftswitch13 implementation was forked
and slightly modified for proper integration with the OF-

Switch13 module [11]. The code does not modify the data-
path implementation, which is currently maintained in the
original repository and regularly synced to the modified one.
For proper integration, the switch ports were set aside, and
the library was modified to receive and send packets directly
to the ns-3 environment. To accomplish this task, all library
functions related to sending and receiving packets over ports
were annotated as weak symbols, allowing the module to
override them at link time. This same strategy was used for
overriding time-related functions, ensuring time consistency
between the library and the simulator. The integration also
relies on callbacks, which are used by the library to notify the
module about internal packet events, like packets dropped
by meter bands, packet content modifications by pipeline
instructions, packets cloned by group actions, and buffered
packets sent to the controller.

One potential performance drawback is the conversion
between the ns-3 packet representation and the serialized
packet buffer used by the library. This is even more criti-
cal for empty packets, as ns-3 provides optimized internal
representation for them. To improve the performance, when
a packet is sent to the library for pipeline processing, the
module keeps track of its original ns-3 packet. For pack-
ets processed by the pipeline without content changes, the
switch device forwards the original ns-3 packet to the spec-
ified output port. In the face of content changes, the switch
device creates a new ns-3 packet with the modified content
(eventually copying all packet and byte tags from the orig-
inal packet to the new one). This second approach is more
expensive than the previous one but is far more simple than
identifying which changes were performed in the packet by
the library to modify the original ns-3 packets.

3.5 Current limitations
These are the major limitations of the available module

in current implementation:

• Platform support : The module implementation is only
available for GNU/Linux platforms, and must be com-
piled with the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC).

• Auxiliary connections: Only a single connection be-
tween the switch and the controller is available. Ac-
cording to the OpenFlow specifications, auxiliary con-
nections could be created by the switch and are helpful
to improve the switch processing performance and ex-
ploit the parallelism of most switch implementations.
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• Multiple controllers: Each switch can only be man-
aged by a single controller. According to the Open-
Flow specifications, having multiple controllers would
improve reliability as the switch can continue to oper-
ate if one controller or controller connection fails.

• OpenFlow channel encryption: The switch and con-
troller may communicate through a TLS connection to
provide authentication and encryption of the connec-
tion. However, as there is no straightforward TLS sup-
port on ns-3, the OpenFlow channel is implemented
over a plain TCP connection, without encryption.

• In-band control : The OpenFlow controller manages
the switches remotely over a separate dedicated net-
work (out-of-band controller connection), as the switch
port representing the switch’s local networking stack
and its management stack is not implemented.

4. CASE STUDY SCENARIO
A case study scenario is used to demonstrate how some of

the available OpenFlow 1.3 module features can be used to
improve network management. To this, a unified network
topology is proposed in Subsection 4.1, followed by a link
aggregation mechanism in Subsections 4.2, a load balancing
solution in Subsections 4.3, and a QoS per-flow metering
implementation in Subsection 4.4.

4.1 Network topology
Figure 8 shows the unified network topology used for this

case study scenario. It represents the internal network of
an organization, where servers and client nodes are located
far from each other (e.g. in separated buildings). The
“long-distance” connection between the sites is via two links
of 10 Mbps each, while all the other local connections are
100 Mbps. On the server side, the OpenFlow border switch
acts as a border router element: it is responsible for handling
connection requests coming from the clients, and redirecting
them to the appropriate internal server. On the client side,
the OpenFlow client switch is used to interconnect all clients

in a star topology. Between these two switches, there is the
OpenFlow aggregation switch, located at the border of the
client side and used to provide long-distance improved com-
munication. The default OFSwitch13 learning controller is
used to manage the client switch, whereas the new OpenFlow
QoS controller is used to manage the other two switches.
The latter controller implements some QoS functionalities
exploiting OpenFlow 1.3 features, as described in the fol-
lowing subsections.

For this case study scenario, a total number of 4 client
nodes was used during simulations. Each client opens a
single TCP connection with one of the 2 available servers,
and sends packets in uplink direction as much as possible,
trying to fill the available bandwidth. TCP segment size is
set to 1400 bytes and the length of the simulation is set to
100 seconds. The ns-3 simulation scripts for this case study
scenario are available under the examples/qos-controller/
directory at the OFSwitch13 source code.

4.2 Link aggregation
The link aggregation can be used to combine multiple net-

work connections in parallel in order to increase throughput
beyond what a single connection could sustain. To imple-
ment the link aggregation, the OpenFlow group table can
be used to split the traffic.

OpenFlow groups were introduced in OpenFlow 1.1 as a
way to perform more complex operations on packets that
cannot be defined within a flow alone. Each group receives
packets as input and performs any OpenFlow actions on
these packets. The power of a group is that it contains sep-
arate lists of actions, and each individual action list is re-
ferred to as an OpenFlow bucket. There are different types
of groups, and the select group type can be used to per-
form link aggregation. Each bucket in a select group has
an assigned weight, and each packet that enters the group
is sent to a single bucket. The bucket selection algorithm
is undefined and is dependent on the switch’s implementa-
tion (the ofsoftswitch13 library implements the weighted
round robin algorithm).
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In the unified network topology, the QoS controller con-
figures both the border and the aggregation switches to
perform link aggregation over the two narrowband long-
distance connections, providing a 20 Mbps connection be-
tween servers and clients. Each OpenFlow bucket has the
same weight in the select group, so the load is evenly dis-
tributed among the links.

Figure 9 shows the network aggregated throughput, mea-
sured at the aggregation switch, for simulations with and
without link aggregation. In the case of no link aggregation,
only one of the two long-distance links are used, limiting
the available bandwidth to 10 Mbps. With the link aggre-
gation, TCP connections can fill all the available bandwidth
for both links, coming to 20 Mbps throughput.
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Figure 9: Link aggregation mechanism.

4.3 Load balancing
A load balancing mechanism can be used to distribute

workloads across multiple servers. Among many goals, it
aims to optimize resource use and avoid overload of any
single server. One of the most commonly used applications
of load balancing is to provide a single Internet service from
multiple servers, sometimes known as a server farm.

In the unified network topology, the OpenFlow QoS con-
troller configures the border switch to listen for new requests
on the Internet Protocol (IP) and port where external clients

connect to access the servers. The switch forwards the new
request to the controller, which will decide which of the in-
ternal servers must take care of this connection. Then, it
install the match rules into border switch to forward the
subsequent packets from the same connection directly to the
chosen server. All this happen without the client ever know-
ing about the internal separation of functions.

To implement this load balancing mechanism, the QoS
controller depends on the extensible match support intro-
duced in OpenFlow 1.2. Prior versions of the OpenFlow
specification used a static fixed length structure to specify
matches, which prevents flexible expression of matches and
prevents the inclusion of new match fields. The extensible
match support allows the switch to match Address Resolu-
tion Protocol (ARP) request messages looking for the server
IP address and redirect them to the controller, which will
create the ARP reply message and send it back to the net-
work. The set-field action is used by the border switch to
rewrite packet headers, replacing source/destinations IP ad-
dresses for packets leaving/entering the server farm.

Figure 10 compares the server load balancing in terms
of data arrival throughput from uplink TCP connections.
In this case study, the QoS controller uses the round robin
algorithm to perform load balancing among the two available
servers, redirecting half of TCP connections to each one.
The link aggregation was enabled during the simulation.
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4.4 Per-flow meters
OpenFlow meter table, introduced in OpenFlow 1.3, en-

ables the switch to implement various simple QoS opera-
tions. A meter measures the rate of packets assigned to it
and enables controlling the rate of those packets. The meter
triggers a meter band if the packet rate or byte rate passing
through the meter exceeds a predefined threshold. If the
meter band drops the packet, it is called a rate limiter.

To illustrate the meter table usage, the OpenFlow QoS
controller can optionally limit each connection throughput
to a predefined data rate threshold, installing meter rules at
the border switch along with the load balancing flow entries.

Figure 11 compares the smoothed throughput of all 4 TCP
connections for simulations with and without per-flow meter
entries. The link aggregation was enabled during the sim-
ulation, and all meter bands were configured to limit each
individual connections at 1 Mbps. It is possible to observe
that TCP connection throughput grows up to the available
bandwidth for simulations without per-flow meter entries
(near 5 Mbps for each connection). With meter entries, the
throughput of all TCP connections is limited to 1 Mbps, re-
gardless of the available bandwidth.
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Figure 11: Per-flow metering mechanism.

5. CONCLUSIONS
SDN represents an important paradigm shift that will en-

able future networks to be more simple and flexible. Target-
ing scientific research in this area, this paper introduced the
OFSwitch13: a module to enhance the ns-3 simulator with
OpenFlow 1.3 technology support. The module design and
implementation were presented in the paper, highlighting
the available features and listing current limitations. The
OFSwitch13 module is available as free software, and its use
requires minimal changes to the ns-3 source code.

A case study scenario was used to illustrate some of the
OpenFlow 1.3 module features: group tables used to per-
form link aggregation; extensible match support used for
fine-grained packet matching, server farm implementation,
and load balancing solution; and meter table used for im-
plementing QoS rate-limiting mechanism. The OFSwitch13

module was also used for ns-3 simulations integrating Open-
Flow and Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, which are
described in another work of the same authors [1].

As future work, it is intended to improve the module with
new features, as well as overcoming current limitations. As

this is free software, contributions can also be made by in-
terested developers and users. Note that the OFSwitch13

module offers support to OpenFlow 1.3 as a result of the of-
softswitch13 library datapath implemented version. Once
the library is updated to a newer OpenFlow protocol ver-
sion (the latest version is 1.5.1 [16]), it would be possible to
update de module to support the recent features.
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